Maximum Versatility

Overhead Tube Support
All the Features You Need at a Price You Can Afford

Since 1987, the quality standards of Americomp have been unsurpassed. Americomp radiographic components remain the affordable choice in today’s marketplace, offering the same long-term dependable performance that has become synonymous with the Americomp name. Our manufacturer’s parts warranty secures your investment today and guarantees your investment value tomorrow.

Versatile
The Overhead Tube Support (OTS) is ideal for sophisticated imaging environments. Gliding smoothly through a complete range of motion, the OTS offers flexibility and efficiency for performing a full array of anatomical studies with precision and ease.

Longitudinal rails afford virtually unlimited travel for complete tabletop coverage. The extensive vertical travel permits exams ranging from skull through weight bearing. The tube head rotates 360 degrees around the telescopic vertical column and 240 degrees around the horizontal axis with positive detents every 90 degrees, simplifying table, off-table and upright procedures. Tube trunnion rings permit unrestricted cross-table imaging.

Accurate
The fully counterbalanced, telescopic column with double cable safety system allows zero drift, ensuring safe and accurate operation.

The overhead structure rides on stainless steel precision bearings and hardened steel tracks to ensure sturdy, vibration-free positioning. Electromagnetic locks control all movements. Individual lock releases are conveniently located on the user-friendly operator handle including a center-mounted, single-button all-lock release for quick positioning of the tube in emergency situations. Solid-state liquid crystal displays on the operator handle provide clear visual indications of the Source Image Distance to the tabletop and bucky, as well as the tube angle. Designed to accommodate high patient volumes, the OTS maximizes efficiency and simplifies precise tube positioning.

High Performance Generators
Complement any Americomp radiographic component with a high-quality, state-of-the-art generator. Contact your Americomp dealer for details.

Digital-ready Systems
Americomp radiographic equipment is completely compatible with most digital imaging systems. Digital imaging technology may be added at any time.
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